
PREPOSITIONS 
WITH  ADJECTIVES

Exercise 1: 

Tick the best answer.

1 - I'm afraid  _______ spiders.

r of r to r from r by

2 - I'm keen  _______ English literature.

r of r to r from r on

3 - They're bored  _______ the English phonetics.

r of r with r about r by

4 - He's jealous  _______ her success.

r with r by r of r for

5 - They are excited  _______  their trip to England next June. 

r about r by r of r for

Exercise 2:     
Choose the best preposition to complete the sentences.

1. I am very proud _______  my younger daughter. 

2. If you are serious _______  going to Iceland for our next holidays, let's do it.

3. The new IPhone is very popular _______  young customers. 

4. South Africa is rich _______ natural resources like diamonds and gold. 

5. I always travel by car or boat because I am scared _______ flying. 

6. He has very little experience, but I think he'll be capable _______ running his 
father's business. 

7. We would be very interested _______ discussing the idea of a trip to London. 

8. Sony are famous _______  their electronic goods.

9. The new computer is similar _______ the previous model, but it has some 
interesting new features. 
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10. We are pleased _______  this year's results. They are much better than 
expected.

11. I'm not sure if he is aware _______  of the fact that he is going to be fired. 

12. You'll find a PDF document  attached _______ the e-mail that I sent you. 

13. Some people are fed up _______ their daily routine. 

14. We were enthusiastic _______ learning English but after this exercise we aren't 
anymore! 

Exercise 3: 

Look at the adjective, which preposition usually comes after them?

1.   good ….....
2.   happy  ….....
3.   satisfied ….....
4.   nervous ….....
5.   bad ….....
6.   worried ….....
7.   surprised ….....
8.   concerned ….....
9.   upset ….....
10. embarrassed ….....

Exercise 4: 

Complete with the appropriate preposition.

Accustomed  …. Frightened  ….
Dependent  …. Doubtful  ….
Doubtful  …. Sorry  ….
Fond  …. Guilty  ….
Opposed  …. Cruel  ….
Related  …. Used  ….
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